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Put This Machine to Work-
Earn From $500 to $3000 in New Profits Every Year

Produces an immediate Cash Profit—from a nominal investment.
Expands your business—Attracts New Trade—Sells Itself.
Peanuts and Pop-corn are always in Season—both Winter and Summer.
Will help pay your Rent and Overhead.
Every person who enters or passes your place of business is a likely cus

tomer.
Occupies but 24 x 24 inches of Floor Space—Does Not Require Extra Help.
Bank your Profits each day—No Dead stock or Credit.
Each dollar in Cretors Pop-corn Sales means from 60 to 70 cents NET

PROFIT FOR YOU.

The Enlarged No. 6 “EARN-MORE”

HE sturdy design and simple construction
‘ of this popular Cretors Model is appre

ciated by all. It insures maximum service
and satisfaction. We avoid the delicate
and intricate mechanical parts which are

a source of frequent trouble and expensive shut
down on machines of different manufacture.

This machine is quickly and easily cleaned—
others, of the complicated type, require about two
hours’ labor each day to maintain.

Output—140 to 160 one pound bags or 280 to 320
one-half pound bags per hour of the world’s best
pop-corn. The popping pan is of the same size as
our largest and most expensive machines.

Peanut Roasting Capacity—100 five cent bags
per hour. The Roasting Cylinder is of 10 pounds
capacity. Tester is provided for examining peanuts
without stopping. Peanuts are dumped directly in
to heated compartment below popper case without
removing- roasting cylinder from its bearings.

Figuring on a ten hour basis, the machine is equal
to producing 1600 bags of pop-corn, and 1000 bags
of peanuts—-about double the capacity of most
machines.

Another Important Feature—This machine has
large capacity when needed to care for a rush busi
ness, and yet will promptly supply ctistomers with
fresh corn at hours when trade is light.

No Waiting for the popping plate to heat: The
Cretors Popper requires only about three minutes
to complete a popping from time fire is lighted,

therefore you can turn out several poppings while
others are getting ready.

Cretors Quality Pop-corn——Pop-corn like other
food, has a superior flavor if seasoned during the
process of popping. This is a pioneer method of
ours which has stood the “acid test” of time and
revolutionized the pop-corn business. Thirty years

of success has proven our claim that in order to
produce the most delicious pop-corn—-the “every
kernel-seasoned-alike” kind — it must be popped
in butter and salt. No other pop-corn is so delicious
or consistently good--—it keeps the people coming
back for more.

Construction and Finish—All-steel construc
tion, no wooden cabinet to become shabby and un
sightly after a few weeks’ use.

Weight—Only 215 pounds. Supreme strength
and durability.

Finish—Beautifully finished inwhite enamel, glass
and nickel plate, this machine makes a handsome
and profitable addition to any store—regardless of
how artistic or expensive the fixtures and surround
ings may be. Mounted on casters, it is easily moved
in or out of your store.

Display and Heating Compartments—Merchan
dise attractively displayed is more than half sold.
No one wants cold or half warm peanuts, or pop
corn—this machine keeps both piping hot in large
display compartments having glass on three sides.

No Time Lost—Cretors “Quality Pop-corn” is
ready for immediate sacking and sale as it leaves
the popping- pan—without further buttering, salt
ing or other manipulation. Conserves time and
energy, enabling one to handle a large volume of
trade with dispatch and all around satisfaction.

Operating Cost—Most economical. A few cents
will cover the operating expense of this machine for
an entire day. Other makes require so much elec
tricity for their popping, roasting and heating ele
ments as to seriously affect their earnings—perhaps
you never thought of this very important item of
operating expense. This Cretors machine con
sumes only one kilowatt of current in 13 hours,
which, at the rate of 10 cents per kilowatt, costs
less than one cent an hour for electricity. Gas or
gasoline consumption is likewise economical.

Write for Price and Easy Installment Terms
The Cretors Way is Easy to Pay.
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Automobile Models
VER since the automobile was invented we have been awake to the advantages and ultimate

-. 5 market for a successful “automobile corn popper and peanut roaster.” For the past fifteen
years we have been experimenting, testing, and improving, until today we are building the
most efficient, high grade and attractive equipment of this kind that can be bought anywhere.

CHASSIS—All automobile models are mounted on strongly reinforced Ford one ton truck
chassis with worm drive.

MOTOR—The regular Ford motor is used which provides ample power.
SPRINGS—Chassis is equipped with our own special design springs which are built sufficiently

strong to carry the load easily and smoothly.
WHEEL BASE—One hundred and twenty-three inches.
WEIGHT—Approximately 3600 pounds according to equipment.
TIRES—Heavy pneumatic cord.
STANDARD EQUIPMENT—All automobile machines equipped with Peanut Roaster and

Double Corn Poppers.
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT—EXTRAS: Ice-cream packer cabinet, soft drink cooler, hamburger

and lunch outfit, red hot cooker, etc. Special equipment added according to specifications.
Write for Special Bulletin — Prices and Complete Specifications.

‘‘‘
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Improved Special Model “D”

____

HIS machine is an enlarged Model “C” (shown at right) with various refinements and special
features, and is offered to such of our customers as wish an exceptionally roomy and attrac
tive machine of supreme strength and beauty. Entrance is gained through large panelled
door at “Rear End” fitted with adjustable drop sash and folding counter. Folding sash and
drop counter on front side open up this space for serving trade. Transoms have transparent

colored glass signs. Drop counter on rear side over boiler. Shaft and gear drive throughout. All
Steel Frame construction throughout.

Dimensions—Frame 46 inches wide, 9 feet 8 inches long. Total width out to out of hub caps,
65 inches. Total length over all, 12 feet. Height from ground to top of dome, 9 feet 2 inches. Stand
ing room or working space, 46 inches wide by 85 inches long at waist line.

We also build an Enlarged Model of this machine which is 12 inches longer and 4 inches wider.

A Hot Lunch Outfit can be installed on this model when desired at a reasonable extra cost. Like
wise equipment for serving Ice-cream Cones or Frankfurters.

Write for Special Bulletin and Specifications. Price and Terms on Request.
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Improved Special Model “C”
0 those who wish an Enclosed Type of machine, but to whom price is an object,
we take pleasure in introducing our Model “C”, which is designed for successful

jy operation at all seasons of the year. One need not lose any trade due to mdc

ment weather. Of beautiful design and finish, this machine is an ornament to
any town or city. Attractive, durable and of medium price, it has proven itself the best
machine on the market for the money. Entrance is gained through a large panel door
at “rear end,” which is fitted with an adjustable drop sash and counter. Power Trans
mission is by means of gears, shaft and bicycle chains, with various disengaging clutch
es, etc. All Steel Frame construction.

Dimensions—Frame 44 inches wide, 8 feet 8 inches long. Total width out to out
of hub caps, 65 inches. Total length over all, 11 feet 9 inches (Driver’s Seat Model 22
inches additional.) Total height to top of dome, 8 feet 9 inches. Standing room, 44
by 73 inches.

This model can be supplied with Driver’s Seat if desired similar to our Improved
Special Model “D” (shown at left). Also Ice-cream Cone or Frankfurter Outfits.

Write for Special Bulletin and Specifications.
Prices and Terms on Request.
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Sidewalk Special
HIS Model is designed especially for sidewalk, or other more or less permanent
locations where space is an object and a compact “interior-operated” machine is
desired. Standing or working space in center of machine is 36x42 inches, all

‘- working parts being convenient thereto.

Sash is so arranged as to completely “open up” or “enclose” the entire machine;
entrance door in center has drop sash and folding counter. Hinged transOms have
transparent colored glass signs. The large signs are of heavy plate glass, the lettering
and background being embossed by the sand-blast process. All Steel Frame construc
tion.

This machine is the finest of its kind on the market, and especially stiited for stand
ing next to a building where permits are restricted to three feet.

Dimensions—Length of frame, 8 feet 6 inches. Total length, 10 feet 8 inches.
Width, 36 inches. Can be built in special sizes.

F”

Write for Special Bulletin and Complete Specifications. Price and Terms on Request.



Special Store Front Outfits
LLUSTRATION above shows a special “Store F’ront Outfit” complete in all de
tails, intended to be placed inside the building line. Machine illustrated is de

(c signed for outdoor as well as indoor use, and the design can be modified to meet
existing conditions. Ample shelving is provided for candies, gum and kindre(l

stock. Option of Electric or Steam Power.

Machines along these lines are especially valuable in restricted locations, and we
will gladly furnish suggestions and quotations for special equipment of this nature,
which is becoming very popular among confectioners and other store owners.

Upon receipt of full information regarding your proposed location, with dimen
sions, equipment desired, etc., we will be glad to give you an estimate of the approxi
mate cost of building such equipment.

Write fully giving all details.



Model 550—Steam Power Roaster and Popper
HANDSOME and compact machine adapted to either “indoor” or outdoor use.
Especially popular with high class Confectioners, Department Stores, Moving
Picture Houses, interurban Stations, etc. Has a large capacity of both Pop-corn
and Peanuts, and is built in Steam and Electric Power Models. Gas or Gasoline

Frame is built entirely of steel, handsomely painted and decorated. Elaborate
nickel plated engine and trim. All steel top, wired for electric light at each corner
with transparent flash glass sign on each side of roof. Chip plate glass sign under
popper case lettered as desired.

Popper case bottom and Hot Peanut Drawer are thoroughly heated by exhaust
steam circulation and boiler draught. Double corn popper (Improved Special type) of
large capacity. Bevel edge Plate Glass.

Dimensions—Frame, 30 inches wide (front to rear), 6 feet long, 7 feet 4 inches
high. Extreme width of roof, 38 inches.

Write for further information.

Fuel.

Prices and Terms upon Request.



Model 401

___

p

— Roaster and Popper With Case

FITS machine is ideal foi use at Ball Parks, Fair-grounds, Theatre Lobbies, Dc
( partment stores, etc., which require an unusually attractive machine of maximum
bJ capacity. Built to conform with rules and regulations of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters. “All steel” frame construction throughout. Electric wires
run in steel moulding. Heavy brass trim, nickel plated. All glass heavy bevel edged.
Double Hinged doors at rear.

Extra Stock drawers provided affording ample storage facilities for raw corn,
peanuts, bags and cartons, etc.

Peanut roasting cylinder is of 20 pounds capacity.

Dimensions—65 inches long, 31 inches deep, height to top of popper case approxi
mately 7 feet. Weight about 525 pounds.

111111

Price and Installment Terms on Request.



Enlarged No. 6— Double Popper
Special Finish

HIS machine is of the same general design as the Enlarged No. 6 Special Finish
Corn Popper shown in the front of this catalogue, only it is equipped with double

.,. ‘Lc poppers of maximum capacity. It is especially adapted for locations where a large
capacity is required and enables the operator to handle a rush business.

The popper case has glass on all four sides.
Popper case bottom and Peanut Compartment efficiently heated.
Beautifully decorated. Finished in White Enamel. Wired for electric lights as

shown. All electric light wires encased in metal moulding.
Adjustable shelf on left is very convenient and easily detached.
Electric Motor Drive. Option of either Gas or Gasoline Fuel.
Frame Dimensions—24 inches by 36 inches. Height to top of motor, 67 inches.

Nickel plated trim.
Peanut Roaster can be supplied as special equipment on this model.
An attractive and durable machine which will give satisfaction where maximum

output of pop-corn is necessary.
Price and Installment Terms on Request.
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Dc Luxe Model Corn Popper with Peanut Roaster

.NE

of our very latest and most attractive models — right “up-to-the-minute” in
design and trade-winning features.

Operated by Electric Motor with either Gas or Gasoline Fuel, it is the very
embodiment of efficiency and a credit to any establishment.

This machine is fitted with a power driven Peanut Roasting Cylinder of about 14
pounds capacity — thus enabling the owner to roast his own peanuts and have a fresh
stock of the same at all times.

Shelf over Roasting Cylinder will be found very convenient for displaying pack
age goods.

Two exterior electric lights in front under roof — one additional inside popper case
Can he equipped with either Gas or Gasoline Fuel.
Dimensions—Length 45 inches; depth 26 inches; height 6 feet 8 inches. Weight

(machine only) 420 pounds. Approved by the Underwriters Laboratories.
A highly Successful machine which will quickly earn its cost in any reasonable

location.
Price and Installment Terms on Request.
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Standard No. 6— Electric Power
Corn Popper and Peanut Roaster

‘\ HIS Electric Power Model is a popular low priced machine — especially adapted to small
towns or crowded quarters.

f Several thousand steam machines of this design are earning big dividends for their
owners throughout the country.

All details are carefully designed.
Popper case and peanut compartment are efficiently heated, thus keeping stock hot and crisp.
Corn Popper is smaller in size, but of the same principle as our larger machines. Capacity about

hO—Sc bags per hour.
Peanut Roaster capacity, 10 pounds per hour, with tester for trying peanuts while roasting. Pea

nuts dump directly into heated compartment under popper case without removing roasting cylinder
from its bearings.

Electric Motor Drive with option of Gasoline Burners if desired — regularly equipped with Gas
burners unless otherwise specified.

Brass and copper trim natural finish, highly polished.
Corn Separator is supplied for removing unpopped kernels.
Finish — White Enamel, beautifully decorated.
Frame Dimensions: 20 inches square; 64 inches high to top of roasting cylinder. Weight 185 pounds without crate.
Has many of the features of our larger and more expensive machines and is far superior to any other machine

on the market of equal price.
This machine can be supplied with steam engine in lieu of electric motor for power.
Price and Installment Terms on Request.

r
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Improved No. 1 Wagon Model “A”
With Double Popper

HE design and general construction of this machine is the same as our standard
Improved No. 1 Wagon Model “A” described on page at right, excepting thatj3 the popper case is lengthened and two corn poppers installed in place of one.

-‘ thus doubling the popping capacity. Doors on front side and end of popper case.
Bevel edge plate glass throughout, including chip glass signs. Wood wheels —

rubber tires. Three large sliding drawers under popper case — and large stock-box
over rear axle.

This machine is especially adapted for Amusement Parks or other places where a
portable hand-drawn outfit of large popping capacity is desired.

Illumination—Supplied by 500 Candle Power hollow wire gasoline light, with in
verted mantel. Weight, about 900 pounds.

Dimensions—Popper case 46 inches long, 28 inches wide and 36 inches high. Total
length, 9 feet 4 inches. Width, out to out of hub caps, 45 inches. Peanut pan, 28x42
inches. Width of frame, 28 inches.

Write for Special Bulletin. Price and Installment Terms on Request.

I
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Improved No. 1 Wagon Model “A”
-? HE popularity of this machine during the past eleven years has exceeded our

most sanguine expectations, and it continues as a favorite among our customers.
Jc Steel frame construction throughout.

Exquisite Brass Trim nickel plated.
Popper case bottom, nickel plated copper.
Copper water tank. Large Hot Peanut Drawer, and pop-corn case are heated by

l)Oiler draught, insuring hot goods at all times machine is in operation; efficient and
economical. Strong wood wheels fitted with best grade buggy rubber tires. Large
stock box over rear axle.

Illumination supplied by 500 Candle Power hollow wire gasoline light, with invert
ed mantel. Capacity of Peanut Roaster, 23 pounds.

Plate glass throughout, including chip glass signs.
Dimensions—Width out to out of hub caps, 44 inches. Total length over all, 7 feet

10 inches. Height to top of dome, 7 feet 4 inches. Popper case, 28x28x34 inches high.
Peanut pan, 28x42 inches. Weight, 800 pounds.

Price and Installment Terms on Request.
Write for Special Bulletin and complete Specifications.



Enlarged No. 6 Steam Power
\ HIS machine is of the same design and construction as the Enlarged No. 6 EARN-MORE

shown on the front page of this catalog.

f It is particularly adaptable to Moving Picture Houses, Confectioners, Fruit Stores, Gro
cers, Tobacco Shops, 5 & lOc Stores, etc., which either are not equipped or do not desire to
use electricity for power.

Simple and Durable—This machine is a wonderful trade puller for other goods you sell and af
fords you a valuable opportunity to materially increase your business and enjoy “New” and “Extra
Profits” now passing your door unsolicited.

Frame—Is of “All steel” construction. Corn Popper is of the same size as our largest and most
expensive machines. Corn Separator supplied for removing hard kernels.

Roasting Cylinder-—Of 10 pound capacity. Adjusted Shelf is very convenient and easily detached.
Engine—Is amply powerful to operate corn popper and peanut roaster at the same time.
Fuel—Gas burners are standard equipment—-Gasoline burners if desired.
Dimensions—Same as Enlarged No. 6 EARN-MORE.
Prices and Installment Terms on Request.
NOTE—This machine can be equipped for both steam and electric power at a reasonable cost.

I-



Improved No. 1 Wagon Model “B” 1916
N this model we embody features heretofore found only on our more expensive machines. The
design is highly attractive, symmetrical and convenient. Steel frame construction throughout.

Popper is shaft and gear driven, eliminating all chains and overhead mechanism. Trans
parent flash glass signs surmount popper case.

Bevel edge plate glass throughout, including chipped glass signs. Large Hot Peanut
Drawer under popper case, and bottom of case itself, are efficiently and economically heated l)y
boiler draught.

Wood wheels, fitted with buggy rubber tires.

Elaborate Brass Trim is heavily nickel plated. Illumination is supplied by 500 Candle Power hol
low wire gasoline light, with inverted mantel.

Dimensions—Width, out to out of hub caps, 42 inches. Length over all, 8 feet 2 inches. Frame,
26 inches wide, 6 feet 6 inches long. Popper case, 26x26x32 inches high. Peanut Pan, 26x42. Steel
canopy, 36 inches wide, 7 feet 8 inches long, provided with drop curtains. Height 7 feet 3 inches.
Capacity of Peanut Roaster, 21 pounds. Weight, about 720 pounds.

Price and Installment Terms on Request.

Write for Special Bulletin and Complete Specifications.



No. 1 Wagon
\N elegant and attractive machine which has given universal satisfaction for many

years past. Hundreds in use.
Being portable, it can be readily moved to any desired location. A profitable

business can be done at your store or street corner during the day, and in front of
theatres, parks or other places during the evening. It is especially adapted to pleasure
grounds, picnics, fairs, show grounds, etc. Being a very attractive machine, it never
fails to attract widespread attention and comment, resulting in a large trade. It is de
signed for speedy work and handling a rush business, and will keep the operator hust
ling to dispense the stock as rapidly as it will prepare same.

This machine is a veteran of the Cretors line, and many hundreds are in successful
operation throughout the country.

Dimensions—Width, out to out of hill) caps, 36 inches. Total length of frame over
all, 5 feet 10 inches; width of frame 24 inches. Height to top of popper case, 6 feet 7
inches. Popper case,2424x30 inches high. Peanut pan, 24x42 inches. Capacity of
Peanut Roaster, 19 pounds. Weight, about 475 pounds.

Price and Installment Terms on Request.
Write for Special Bulletin and complete Specifications.
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Improved No. 2 Wagon with No. 1 Engine
OSSESSING all the features of our cheaper models, and many other advantages
such as No. 1 Engine (see last page), large popping pan, fuel under air pressure,
heavier running gear, tires, etc., this machine has achieved a remarkable success.

Steel frame construction throughout including canopy. Extra heavy wire
wheels with rubber tires. Popper case and Hot Peanut Drawer efficiently heated by
boiler draught. Capacity of Peanut Roaster, 11 pounds.

Steel frame construction throughout including canopy. Extra heavy wire wheels
with rubber tires. Popper case and Hot Peanut Drawer efficiently heated by boiler
draught. Capacity of Peanut Roaster, 11 pounds.

Dimensions—Length of frame, 57 inches; width, 22 inches. Height to top of awn
ing, 79 inches. Popper case, 22x22x24 inches high. Width out to out of hub caps, 35
inches. Extreme length, 75 inches. Weight, about 375 pounds.

Price and Installment Terms on Request.
Write for Special Bulletin and complete Specifications.
NOTE—The Improved No. 2 Wagon can also be furnished equipped as above with

the exception of 9 inch popping pan and No. 2 engine at a reduction in cost.

-1
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No. 2 Wagon
GREAT favorite, and the cheapest machine we build. Thoroughly dependable
in operation; very sin-iple and durable. Hundreds of these machines are being

/‘ used in connection with stores, sidewalk stands and other lines of business, with
gratifying results.

A No. 2 Wagon operated in front of your store is worth its cost as an advertise
m.ent alone. We are pleased to continue a model which in the past has proven itself
the most successful and best money getter of any machine on the market of equal price.
Store owners cannot afford to ignore this attractive and profitable adjunct to their
business.

Peanut Roaster capacity, about 10 pounds.
Dimensions—Frame, 20 inches wide by 52 inches long. Popper case, 20x20x24 in

ches high. Extreme width, 31 inches. Height, 5 feet 10 inches. Weight, about 300
pounds.

Write for Special Bulletin and complete Specifications.
Price and Installment Terms on Request.
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No. 8 Peanut Roaster
Hand or Power

DESIRABLE roaster for grocers,
candy manufacturers or jobbers.

‘ Our mixer insures an even roast.
•
‘ F’ront end, plate glass. Peanuts

can be examined while roasting by means
of special tester. Built in four sizes.

12x24 inch 18x30 inch
18x24 inch 18x36 inch
The three larger sizes are fitted with

gearing and require but minimum power
—easily turned by hand.

Electric Motor power can be supplied
if desired.

Specify whether you wish Gas or Gas
oline Burners.

Price and Installment Terms on Re
quest.

Cretors Steam Peanut Warmer

HIS handsome, convenient and at
( tractive peanut warmer only costs

about six cents to operate ten
hours. Either Gas or Gasoline

fuel. No charcoal to bother with. Makes
a large display with a small stock of nuts.
Copper hot water tank keeps the peanuts
hot and crisp. Capacity one-half bushel.

Durable and attractive, this warmer is
very popular with those who do not roast
their own peanuts but wish to keep their
stock fresh and hot.

Heating tank is fitted with exhaust
whistle.

Price and Installment Terms on Re
quest.

Illuminating torch if desired $3 extra.



How CRETORS Machines Are Built
Material and Workmanship

UALTTY first.” That is the policy governing the
manufacture of every machine we build. Nothing
but the best of material is used. We are not mere
ly “assemblers” but build our machines complete
from the raw materials.

Our workmen are paid on a day-rate basis so that we
avoid the hurried, careless work so often resulting from
“piecework.” Most of our men stay with us year after
year

All Steel Frame Construction

Mechanically Perfect
All parts are machined in our own shops, fitted

and assembled by mechanics who are experts in
this particular class of work. In addition, each
finishes machine is thoroughly tested in every pos
sible way by trusted inspectors before it leaves our
factory.

Beautiful[y Finished
All Cretors machines are beautifully finished.

Only the very best paints and varnishes are used,
and sundry metal parts are heavily nickel plated.
Cretors machines will harmonize with the finest and
most expensive store fixtures.

Why CRETORS Pop-corn Is Better
By the Cretors ex

clusive method the
flavor is cooked right
into the corn as it is
popped, a n d not

I smeared on after
wards. The Cretors
self seasoning popper
has been used on
our machines exclu

sively for many years, and with the exception of
minor mechanical improvements no changes have
been made. The Cretors corn popper is still the
most perfect and successful device of its kind in
the world toda5r.

No Greasy Sacks
Being perfectly crisp and dry Cretors pop-corn does not

grease the sacks nor the fingers and clothing of your
customers. Yet every kernel is perfectly flavored and
salted.

No Odor From Fuel
Fire or fumes from the burner do not come in contact

with the popping corn at any time; hence there is absolute
freedom from all gasoline taste or odor in pop-corn
“popped the Cretors Way.”

Easy to Operate
There is no elaborate and complicated mechanism

to contend with in the operation of Cretors mach
ines. All parts are strongly and simply constructed
so that anyone of average intelligence can perform
every operation incidental to operating the machine,
popping corn and roasting peanuts.

15 Years of Service Not Unusual
We have customers who have had their Cretors

machines in constant operation from 10 to 15 years
and which are still giving excellent service. Cer
tainly there could be no more convincing proof of
the quality we build into them.

Large or Small Capacity
The capacity of the Cretors opper is ample to

care for practically any volume of business, as a
full popping can be produced about every three
minutes by a single pan, producing from ten to
twelve Sc bags according to size of popper and
quality of corn used.

Use Large or Small Grain Corn
Any grade of pop-corn can be used in the Cretors

popper—regardless of size of grain. You will find,
too, that there will be less waste of corn with a
Cretors machine—fewer unpopped grains to throw
away.

Within three minutes after you light the popper burner
you can be popping corn, and a full popping of 10 to 12
bags can be turned out at three minute intervals all day
long if desired.

Easily Cleaned
A great many owners of Cretors machines tell us that

one of the greatest advantages our machines have over
others is the ease with which they can be cleaned. Not
only is the popper easily cleaned, but every part of the
entire machine is readily accessible, 15 minutes daily will
keep a Cretors machine clean and shining.

The frame or body of every Cretors machine is built —

of angle, plate and sheet steel throughout, thus assuring
maximum strength and durability.

Our experience has demonstrated the all-steel frame,
among other advantages, to be fireproof, stronger, lighter,
more durable, more secure in joints, etc., hence we have
adopted it as standard equipment. MACHINE SHOP VIEW.

All Machines Equipped with CRETORS Original
Self-Buttering and Salting Corn Popper

No Waiting for Popping Plate to Heat



LRETORS Policy Toward Owners

GUARANTEE “We guarantee
Cretors machine

or parts prov.e defective within a reasonable
oF’ CHARGE.”

It is not what is said in a guarantee that counts — but V/HO says it. Our policy is
calculated to show an appreciation of your business and maintain our universal repu
tation for

“A Square Deal Always”

Your Success Is Our Success

The remarkable success which we have enjoyed
during the past forty years, as pioneer builders of
corn popping and peanut roasting machinery, is due
to the fact that practically all of our customers are
operating their machines successfully and making
money with them.

If Lhere were not enormous profits to be made
from the sale of pop-corn and peanuts, and if Cretors
machines were not the best fitted to attract and
hold customers, we could not have remained in
business these many years.

40 Years Experience

The test of service in large numbers under all
possible conditions of use is the only real proof of
actual n-ierit. Perfection as exemplified in Cretors
machines is the result of nearly forty years patient
and intelligent endeavor, restricted to the needs
of our progressive and successful customers.

Thousands of Cretors machines are in daily use
in many parts of the world and have been subjected
to all sorts of treatment—thus enabling us to gain
“EXPERIENCE” beyond all others. Without such
experience Perfection is impossible.

During all these years the name “Cretors” has
been a guarantee of absolute responsibility and ex
cellence of product of which we are justly proud.

Once a Customer - Always a Customer

The quality of Cretors machines and their ability
to earn money for their owners can be judged from
the fact that rarely does a customer use any other
make of corn popper or peanut roaster after he has
once used a Cretors.

Some of our friends have started with one Cretors
machine and now operate chains of them — all
bought through the profits of their original invest
ment in a single outfit.

Others, whose business does not permit such ex
pansion, have started with our smallest machine and
as their business grew and their pop-corn profits in
creased, gradually increased the size of their equip
ment and now operate our finest and most expensive
machines.

We Want YOU to Make Money

Not only do we feel it our duty to our customers
to design and build our machines just as attractive,
efficient and durable as possible, but when you
buy a Cretors machine we do everything we can to
help you make money with it. We want you to
have the benefit of our many years experience. We
tell you just how to set up your machine and start
operating it—how to pop corn and roast peanuts
most economically, yet with the utmost flavor and
goodness. We give you the benefit of ideas used by
other successful Cretors owners in building up and
enlarging their business—and provide you with ad
vertising matter, moving picture slides, newspaper
cuts, and recipe books which have proven successful
in boosting sales. All of this service is at your dis
posal when you become a Cretors machine owner.

Very Liberal Terms—
Easy To Get Started

Our plan of selling Cretors machines is intended
to be so very liberal that most any one can secure
one without hardship or sacrifice.

We have purposely made our terms just as low
as is possible so that your machine should actually
pay for itself out of the profits it earns and show a
profit right from the start.

You are only asked to make a small investment
when you place your order. Most of our customers
earn back this down payment within a short time
out of profits in addition to the small hi-weekly
payments. Some even pay the entire cost of their
machines within two or three months, and after that
every dollar they take in is CLEAR NET PROFIT.

When you can secure a Cretors machine so easily
it isn’t a question of whether or not you can afford
one—but can you afford to be without one?

Write for prices and terms on the model of your

the material and workmanship in every
that leaves our factory. Should any part
length of time, we will replace same F’REE

choice.



Motive Power
There is a fascination about a working steam

engine of which the public never tires.

In selecting a peanut and pop-corn machine you
should pay special attention to the “MOTIVE
POWER” as it is an important source of attraction
which must be properly designed and thoroughly
reliable.

Cretors’ Steam Engines—are all built in our own
shops and are famous for their Simple and Un
equaled Design, Durability and General Efficiency.
The various models are all of our own design and
represent the finished product of over 38 years’
successful development. We take especial care and
pride in their construction and they can be relied

upon to perform their work in a highly satisfactory
manner and render years of efficient and econom
ical service.

Our engines command the attention and admira
tion of every passer-by and are an unequaled
source of attraction -— their design is often copied,
but never equaled.

Electric Motors—supplied on our Electric Power
Models are of standard manufacture and highest
quality.

The electric motor, while not as attractive as our
steam engines, is a convenient, cheap and desirable
power for use indoors, in front of the store, or at
other locations where current is available.
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